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Decision 52 F.T.C. 

IN THE MATTER OF 

ABEL ALLAN GOODMAN TRADING AS WEAVERS GUILD 

ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION 

OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMl\IISSION ACT 

Docket 6153. Cornpla.int, Dec. 22, 1953-Decision, Mar. 14, 1956 

Order requiring a seller in Hollywood, Calif., to cease, in advertising for 
agents to sell a correspondence course designed to prepare students for 
work as commercial reweavers, representing falsely that highly exaggerated 
earnings were typical and that he furnished sales agents with names of 
prospects and everything necessary to make sales ; and to cease represent
ing falsely in statements made to prospects by his salesmen and otherwise: 
the scope of the course, ease of learning, personal assistance to students, 
earnings of persons completing the course, value of supplies, and refund 
of monies paid if persons were unable to complete the course; to cease 
representing falsely that his courses had been appro,ed for training by 
State and Federal authorities; and to cease use of the word "Guild" in 
his trade name or otherwise. 

Afr. Tflilli'.ani L. Pencke and illr. Edward F. Downs for the Com
m1ss10n. 

lVoli,er & TVolver, of Los Angeles, Calif., for respondent. 

INITIAL DECISION BY ABNER E. LIPSCOMB, HEARIN0 ExAl\IINER 

HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDING 

On December 22, 1953, the Federal Trade Commission issued its 
complaint in this proceeding, charging the respondent with false, 
deceptive and misleading statements and representations in con
nection with the advertising and sale in interstate commerce of a 
course of study in reweaving, in violation of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. On January 11, 1954, the re,spondent submitted 
an answer thereto, denying the principal charges of the complaint 
and praying that the said complaint be dismissed, and that no 
order be issued against him. In due course, evidence for and 
against the allegations of the complaint was received into the 
record. Thereafter proposed findings as to the :facts and conclusions 
were presented by both parties. 

IDENTITY AND BuSINESS OF RESPONDENT 

Respondent Abel Allan Goodman is an individual who, until 
January 1, 1954, traded under the name of Weavers Guild, with 
his principal office and place of business located at 4634 Hollywood 
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Boulevard, Hollywood, California. Subsequent to January 1, 1954, 
the business of Weavers Guild has been taken over by a newly
created corporation known as ,Veavers Guild, Inc., under the direc
tion of the respondent's daughter, his son-in-law and one of his 
former employees. Respondent Goodman has continued, however, 
to be associated with the business, and has sometimes signed letters 
on behalf of the corporation, using the title "Director." 

During the time encompassed by the allegations of the complaint, 
respondent has been engaged in the sale and distribution in com
merce, among and between the various States of the United States, 
of a course of study and instruction designed to prepare students 
thereof for work as commercial rewea vers. This course of instruc
tion is conducted through the medium of the United States mails. 
Respondent has caused said course of study and instruction to be 
transported from his place of business in the State of California 
to purchasers thereof located in other States of the United States. 
Respondent has, during the period of time mentioned, maintained 
a substantial course of trade in said correspondence course jn com
merce among and between the various States of the United States. 

THE ISSUES 

The complaint divides the alleged misrepresentations disseminated 
by the respondent into three categories: 

1. The alleged misrepresentations made by respondent to pros
pective sales agents; 

2. The alleged misrepresentations made by respondent or by his 
sales agents to prospective purchasers; and 

3. The general misrepresentation inherent in responclenf s use of 
the trade name ",Vea vers Guild." 

In his answer respondent denies that he has made some of the 
alleged representations, and denies the falsity of all representations 
made by him. The issues, therefore, are whether respondent has 
made the alleged advertising representations, and, if so, whether 
they are in fact false, misleading and deceptive. The determina
tion of these issues requires a detailed enumeration of the individual 
representations, and a thorough analysis thereof in the light of 
the entire record. 

REPRESENTATIONS DffiECTED TO PROSPECTIVE SALES AGENTS 

It is alleged in the complaint that the respondent, for the pur
pose of securing agents to sell his course of instruction m re
weaving, has disseminated advertisements representing: 
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1. That earnings o:f $1,452 in 11 days, $1,368 in 7 days and $1,302 
in 10 days are typical earnings o:f salesmen selling respondent's 
course o:f instruction ; and 

2. That respondent furnishes sales agents with the names o:f 
prospects and everything necessary in soliciting and closing sales~ 
including an order-closing sales kit. 

As to the first o:f these allegations, the record shows that re
spondent has disseminated aclvertiseme.nts setting forth earnings of 
sales agents as follows: 

l\IEET A FEW OF OUR SALESl\IEN FACE TO FACE 

Their earnings shown here are NOT EXCEPTIONAL or FICTITIOUS. As 
positi',e proof we will mail you actual photocopies of their checks. 

W. H. OrledgPG. 1:Vort.bin1!ham S. Buda 
l'viinneapolis, Minn., Edmont.on, Canada, Los Ang:elr~. Calif.. 
Fornwrlv Varnums Formerlv Home Stuc!Y Formerlv FrPrzrr~ 

(PORTRAIT OF SALES:\I..\.X) (PORTRAIT OF S.HESM..\.:-.) (PORTR.\IT cir SALESM ,x) 

Typical earnings with us: Typic:,l earnin,;,s with us: Typic-:11 parnings with us:
12/1/.52 _________________ , _ $450 1/12/53___________________ $228 1/18/53 _________________ $357 
12/5/32 _________________ ,_ 150 l/12/53 ___ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ 22S j/15/53____ -- _------- -- _ 67 

l/15/53___________________ 57012/11/52_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___ f\27 l/ln/53_________________ 260 
12/1'2/52 ____________ .. ____ 225 1/19/.'iL __________________ :m 1/19/!,3______ ----- -----· 29~ 

],'21/5:L_______________ 65 
Total. 1: days _________ l.452 1/23/E,3 ________________ 260 

'Tot.~.!. 10 clay~----- .. 1,302 

Under questioning, respondent admitted that the particular earn
ings set forth in the advertisements ·were exceptional. Respondent 
further admitted that the represented earnings "could be typical 
if he (the salesman) had employed a nnmher of other salesmen 
under him to bring up that total," adding that "'we never know 
whether that is so or not." In respondenfs published advertise
ments, no mention was made of the necessity of hiring assistant 
salesmen in order to make such earnings as 1Yere. set forth as 
"typical." 

In view o:f the admission by respondent that the above-cited in
comes were exceptional, it must be concluded that they are not, as 
represented in the advertisement, typical of the earnings which 
might reasonably be expected by anyone undertaking to sell re
spondent's course o:f instruction in re"·eaving. 

Relative to the second of the above allegations. that respondent 
:furnishes sales agents with the names of prospects and everything 
necessary in soliciting and closing sales, including an order-closing 
sales kit, respondent states in his published advertisements: 

You work on qualified leads. 
Endless qualified leads to work on. * * * You buy NOTHING-you demon

strate NOTHING. We furnish everything from tested, proven sales talk to 
order-closing kit. 

https://12/1/.52
https://Edmont.on
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The phrase "qualified leads" suggests prospective purchasers or 
students who are qualified to purchase respondent's course. Thus, 
by implication, respondent has represented to prospective sales 
agents that they will be furnished with the names of prospective 
customers. 

Respondent admitted that such sa1es material as brochures and 
order-closing kits are not furnished free to sales agents, but must 
be paid for by them. He also admitted that, except on rare oc
casions, names of prospective purchasers are not furnished to sales
men. A deposit of $5.00 ( erroneously set forth in the complaint 
as $500, and admitted to be erroneous by counsel in support of 
the complaint at the first hearing held herein) is required by re
spondent to be paid by sales ngents for their "order-closing kiC' 
Respondent stated that this deposit "is returnable to the agent," and 
that he has "a price list on supplies that they (the sales agents) 
need, such as brochures, certain things that they leave with cus-
tomers." sJ 

It must therefore be concluded that respondent, contrary to his 
advertising representations, does not furnish to his sales agents 
the names of prospective purchasers, nor does he furnish his sales
men with everything necessary in soliciting an_d closing sales. 

REPRESENTATIONS DIRECTED TO PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS OF 
RESPONDENT'S REWEAYING COURSE 

It is alleged that respondent, for the purpose of inducing the 
sale of his course of instruction in reweaving, has disseminated 
through various media including oral sales talks by his salesmen, 
t-hirteen statements and representations, as follovi'S: 

1. That respondent's course of instructions constitutes a complete 
course in reweaving. 

Respondent denies that any of his advertising justifies this al
legation. This representation is alleged to be misleading because 
respondenfs course of instruction is not a complete course in 
reweaving, but is confined to so-called overweaving or patch weav
ing and does not incfode French or other methods of reweaving. 

Commission's Exhibit 4, a brochure advertising "Nu-1Veaving," 
left by respondent's salesmen with prospective customers, sets forth, 
among others, representations as follows: 

Learn and Earn with NU-WEAVING. 
The modern method of invisible re-weaving. * * * We furnish everything 

you'll need to learn. To reweave you must know the three basic weaves of 
cloth. * * * We furnish everything you'll need to run your own home 
business * * *. 
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The above statements imply that there are only three basic weaves 
of cloth, and that respondent's course will impart, to a student 
thereof, a complete knowledge of the craft of reweaving applicable 
thereto, including "invisible re-weaving." This implication is mis
leading because, as shown by testimony herein, respondent's course 
of instruction is confined to the method of reweaving lmown as 
"over-weaving" or "patch weaving," and offers no instructions rela
tive to thread-by-thread replacement or so-called French reweaving. 
Although in other and separate representations, Nu-"\Veaving is 
explained, the advertising described has the tendency and capacity 
to mislead and deceive as herein described. 

2. That a person completing the course is assured of a Ii:fetime 
of employment with substantial ea.rnings. 

This representation is alleged to be false because there are no 
assurances that a person who completed respondent's course of 
instruction would thereby be enabled to operate a profitable busi
ness for any period of time. Respon't1ent denies that he has repre
sented that a person completing his course is assured of a lifetime 
of employment at substantial earnings, but contends that he has 
truthfully represented that a person with proper and skillful ap
plication, who has completed his course, has the possibility of 
substantial earnings. 

It is believed that respondent's contention is correct. Respondent 
has represented in his advertisements that "Nu-'\Veaving can bring 
you security and independence," but such statement says merely 
that it is possible. Now here in respondent's advertising does there 
appear to be any assurance offered that one taking the course will 
thereafter make a substantial income therefrom, or that such in
come, if made, will last a lifetime. Accordingly, it appears that 
this representation is not deceptive. 

3. That reweaving is easily learned; can be mastered by com
pleting respondent's course of instruction; and that such course 
can be completed within as short a time as ten days. 

It is alleged in the complaint that the above representations are 
misleading because learning reweaving is not easy, especially 
through a correspondence course; reweaving requires manual dex
terity and long practice, and respondent's course cannot be com
pleted by most persons within ten days. 

The evidence shows that it is not easy to learn thread-by-thread 
reweaving, called French reweavi11g, and other types of reweaving, 
which require considerable manual dexterity as well as practice and 
experience over a long period of time. On the other hand, there 
is reliable evidence in the record that the overweaving or patch 
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weaving taught in respondent's correspondence course is relatively 
easy to learn and can be learned by correspondence, and that the 
course can be completed in a relatively short period of time. 
Furthermore, counsel supporting the complaint, by subdivision {f) 
of his proposed Order to Cease and Desist, by inference admits the 
above facts. 

We must conclude, therefore, that reweaving in general is not 
easily learned nor quickly learned, but that the particular method 
of patch weaving or overweaving taught by respondent through his 
correspondence course is relatively easily learned, and can be 
learned by correspondence, by apt students, in a comparatively 
short period of time. 

4. That respondent, through his sales agents, arranges for per
sonal instructors to assist students. 

The above representation is alleged to be misleading in that re
spondent did not arrange :for personal instruction through sales 
agents or otherwise. 

The evidence shows that at times the sales agents made the 
representation that prospective students ,Yould be given personal 
assistance in completing the course, wherens no such personal as
sistance was provided as a regular part of the course. The re
spondent, in defense, contended that no salesman was authorized 
by him to make any such representation or to arrange for personal 
instruction. Respondent further contended that his salesmen were 
independent contractors who purchased and resold his course of 
instruction, and that he was not responsible for any unauthorized 
representations made by them. 

This contention is contrary to the basic concept of fair dealing 
implicit in the Federal Trade Commission Act. No seller of a 
product can in justice foster in the minds of prospective purchasers 
the impression that a salesman selling his product is his authorized 
representative, and thereafter, having enjoyed, through the efforts 
of such salesman, a substantial volume of business; disclaim re
sponsibility for any representation, either oral or written, by which 
such business was obtained. This principle has been repeatedly 
affirmed both by the Commission and by the courts. 

It must therefore be concluded that respondent is responsible 
under the Federal Trade Commission }....ct, for all representations 
made by his salesmen in promoting the sale of his course of instrnc
tion. Accordingly, the abo-ve representation is false ancl mis
leading. 

5. That $25.00 per week for spare time work and from $50.00 to 
$200.00 per week can reasonably be expected by persons completing 
said course. 
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This representation is alleged to be misleading because the claimed 
earnings both as to spare time and full time were far in excess of 
the average earnings of those completing respondent's course. 

The evidence shows that theoretically it is possible for one doing 
patch reweaving to make $5.00 an hour, or up to $200.00 a week, 
if sufficient work is available and supplied to the reweaver in her 
home, directly by the owners of the garments being repaired, and 
if the reweaver devotes her entire time to reweaving. On the other 
hand, in practice, if the work is supplie.d by tailors or cleaners, 
the organization so supplying work to the reweavers retains a large 
percentage of the price charged for such work, and the percentage 
remaining as the reweaver's income therefrom is relatively small. 
In addition, if the reweaver works independently in her home, she 
finds it practically impossible to obtain sufficient work to provide 
an income at or near respondent's represented potential earnings. It 
follows, therefore, that the above representation has the tendency 
and capacity to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective 
purchasers of respondent's course of instruction. 

6. That respondent assists graduates in obtaining work from 
dry cleaners, upholsterers and insurance companies. 

It is alleged that this representation is misleading because re
spondent did not assist graduates in obtaining reweaving work. 

The evidence shows that at the request of graduates of his re
weaving course, and upon the submission by them of a list of not 
more than 20 names of dry-cleaners in their vicinity, or of other 
concerns requiring reweaving, respondent would send a letter of 
recommendation to such concerns, stating that there was in their 
vicinity a graduate of his course who was competent and would do 
reweaving for them at a reasonable charge. Thereafter the re
sponsibility of making personal contact and procuring work rested 
upon the graduate. It appears, therefore, that respondent did 
make assistance in obtaining work available to his graduates if 
requested. 

7. That respondent limits the number of sales of his course of 
instruction in each neighborhood. 

It is alleged that. this representation is misleading because re
spondent did not so limit the number of courses sold. 

The evidence shows that respondent's salesmen represented that 
only a few students were being selected in a community, and that 
the salesmen were instructed to represent to prospective customers 
that only enough reweavers would be trained in their neighborhood 
to take care of the amount of reweaving to be clone in that area. 
There is, however, no evidence that respondent did not limit the 
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number of courses sold in any particular area. On the other hand, 
there is evidence presented by respondent that a list of graduates 
in each particular area was kept for the purpose of ascertaining 
whether or not there was an excess of graduates in that area. Re
spondent testified that no such excess was ever found to exist, 
but if such an excess had been found, he would have advised his 
salesmen in that territory to transfer their efforts else,vhere. 

From the evidence in the record, we are not satisfied that re
spondent maintained an effective system of limiting the sales of 
his correspondence courses· to the actual· need for re,Yeaving in any 
particular community. On the other hand, there is in the record 
no evidence to show that respondent did not limit hi;:; sales of 
correspondence courses in reweaving in any particular area. Ac
cordingly, it must be concluded that the burden of proof with 
respect to the allegation here in question has not been sustained. 

8. That the regular price of said course is $:240 or $94 or $69.50. 
This representation is alleged to be misleading in that except 

for a few isolated instances, the regu]nr and usual price charged 
for respondent's course was $35.00. 

The evidence shm,s that $240 was the price charged by respondent 
for a resident course of instruction in reweaving. Respondenfs 
salesmen were instructed, however, in presenting the correspondence 
course in reweaving to the prospective purchaser, to "* * * then 
show her the $240 resident school contracts, the photostats of gov
ernment and state letters.'' The evidence does now show, hmvever, 
that $240 ,vas represented as the regular price for the correspondence 
course, as distinguished from the resident school course. 

The evidence f1trther shows that respondent's correspondence 
course was offered as follows: 

TO EXPEDITE OUR FIELD 
AGENTS WORK WE MAKE THIS 

LIMITED 
$69.50OFFER 

'--------------------''--
The exhibit just quoted shows that the course was offered at $69.50 
as a special price and not as a regular price as alleged. Further
more, there is no evidence in the record that the course was ever 
offered as being sold at a regular price of $94.00. There is evidence 
that the course was offered, on the printed order blank, at a reg
ular price of $135.00, which was crossed out and a lesser amount 
substituted whenever the course was sold for less than $135.00. 
It thus appears that respondenfs course was represented as being 

45.1524-59r--64 
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sold at a regular price, when in :fact it was actually being regularly 
sold £or a lesser price. It does not appear, however, that such 
regular price was specifically, $240.00 or $94.00. or $69.50. 

In view of the above facts, it must be concluded that the par
ticular allegation set forth above has not been sustained. 

9. That the needles supplied with the course are worth $30.00. 
This representation is alleged to be false because the needles sup

plied with the course were worth only a fraction of $30.00, and, in 
fact, replacements were sold to students for $1.00. 

The evidence shows that respondent's sales agents have been in
structed to represent to prospective students that the set of three 
needles furnished with the course is comparable in value to a 
similar set sold by an unspecified firm. for $27.50, whereas, in fact, 
the needles are purchased by respondent for less than a dollar, 
and are sold to students as replacements for $1.00 each. Accord
ingly, it must be concluded that the representation by implication 
that respondent's needles had a value in excess of $1.00 each was 
misleading. 

10. That respondent will make full refund of all monies paid
under contracts if persons find they are unable to complete the 
course. 

Falsity of this representation is alleged because respondent re
fused to make any refund for partial payments on contracts for the 
purchase of his course when the purchaser did not wish to complete 
the course. 

The record shows that in some instances respondent's salesmen 
have represented that the money paid for the course will be re~ 
funded if students find that they are unable to complete the course. 
There is evidence that respondent has refused to make such refunds 
when requested to do so. This representation, although contradicted 
by the terms set forth in the printed sales contract, nevertheless 
has the capacity to mislead and deceive purchasers of respondent's 
course. 

11. That graduates will receive a membership or an associate 
membership in ·weavers Guild of America. 

This representation is alleged to be false _because graduates do 
not receive a membership of any nature in any ·weavers Guild. 

It is admitted by respondent that the '\Veavers Guild of America 
was not developed beyond the "idea point" and never came into 
actual existence. It appears, however, that respondent's representa
tion with respect to this "Guild" was discontinued more than four 
years before the issuance of the complaint herein, and does not, 
therefore, fall within the period of time contemplated by this pro
ceeding. 
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12. That respondent's course of instruction has been approved for 
G.I. training by the Bureau of Education of the State of California 
and the United States Veterans Administration. 

Falsity and deception are alleged with respect to this representa
tion because such approval has not been granted. 

The Commission finds that the respondent has falsely represented 
that his course of instruction has been approved for training by 
the Bureau of Education of the State of California and the United 
States Veterans Administration. 

GENERAL MISREPRESENTATION INHERENT IN 

RESPONDENT'S USE OF THE TRADE NAME "WEAVERS GIDLD" 

It is alleged in the complaint that the use of the trade name 
"Weavers Guild" constitutes a false representation by respondent 
that his business is a national association or guild of weavers, or
ganized in the interests or for the benefit of members of that trade. 

The evidence shows that said ",Veavers Guild" is not a national 
association or organization of weavers; that respondent conducts no 
national programs for weavers; nor does he maintain a headquar
ters or grant memberships in any guild of weavers. Respondent is 
neither the directot nor founder of any guild or organization of 
weavers, but is merely engaged in the sale :for profit of a cor
respondence course in reweaving. Respondent admits that the 
"vVeavers Guild of America" never actually existed. Accordingly, 
since the words "\Vea vers Guild" suggest an organization or asso
ciation of weavers, their use by the respondent as a trade name 
and otherwise has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive 
prospective purchasers into the belief that the so-called ",Veavers 
Guild" is, in fact, such an organization, with all the implications 
inherent therein. 

CONCLUSION 

In the light of the above analysis, this proceeding is found to be 
in the interest of the public. Furthermore, it is concluded that 
the acts and practices of respondent hereinabove found to be false, 
misleading and deceptive are all to the prejudice and injury of the 
public, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in 
commerce within the inteiit and meaning of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 

ORDER 

It is orde1·ed, That the respondent, Abel Allan Goodman, and 
his agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any 
corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, 
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sa.le and distribution of courses of instruction in rewenving in 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Feclern] Trade Com
mission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Representing, directly or by implication: 
(a) That the typical earnings of persons selling respondenfs 

course of instruction ·are greater than they actually are in fact; 
(b) That respondent will furnish sales leads or other selling 

assistance to those selling his course of instruction unless he actually 
does furnish such leads and assistance; 

(c) That sales kits and other advertising material nre furnished 
to sales agents unless it is clearly disclosed that such articles are 
furnished only after said agents haYe made deposits or payment 
therefor; 

(d) That responclenfs course of instruction constitutes n com
plete course ~n re,veaving unless and until such is in fact true: 

(e) That reweaving is easily learned~ or qnickly learned. by 
taking respondent's correspondence course. unless such representa
tion be specifically restricted to the overweaving or patch type of 
reweaving; 

(f) That respondent will arrange for personal instructions for 
those purchasing his course; 

(g) That the potential earnings of persons completing respond
ent's course and e.ngaging in the reweaving business are greater than 
they are in fact; 

(h) That the needles supplied "·ith the course are worth any 
amount in excess of the amount ordinarily charged for such needles 
by respondent; 

(i) That respondent will refund payments made on contracts 
unless he in fact makes such refunds upon demand by the pur
chasers; 

(j) That respondent's courses of instruction have been approved 
for training by the Burea.u of Education of the State of California 
or the United States Veterans Administration; · 

2. Using the word "Guild" in his trade name or otherwise; 
3. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent's 

business is anything other than a private business enterprise selling 
a correspondence course of instruction in reweaving, unless such 
representation is true. 

ON APPEAL FROM INITIAL DECISION 

By KERN, Commissioner : 
This case comes before the Commission upon the cross appeals 

filed by the respondent and counsel supporting the complaint from 
the initial decision of the hearing examiner. 
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The complaint under "·hich this proceeding ,vas instituted charged 
that the respondent had engaged in unfair and deceptive acts and 
practices in connection with the sale and distribution in commerce 
0£ a course 0£ instruction designed to prepare purchasers, through 
home study~ for ,York as commercial vrnavers. In the initial de
cision, the hearing examiner held that certain of the allegations 
of the complaint · were sustained by the evidence received in the 
hearings, and that, in respects there designated, the respondent had 
engaged in unfair and deceptive acts and practices in comrnerce in 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission. Act. The order con
tained 111 the initial decision requires the respondent to cease and 
desist from the acts and practices found to be nnlawful. The 
hearing examiner further he'ld thnt other designated charges of the 
complaint were not acleqnate1y supported by the record. The ap
peals now challenge certain of the rufa:gs in that decision which 
are adverse to the appealing parties: respec.:tive contentions in the 
course o:f the he.a.rings before the hearing officer. 

Respondenfs courses have been sold through salesmen whose 
services were solicited by him in magazine advertisements con
taining statements as to the opportunities for earnings and sales 
assistance afforded. The henring examiner held that the evidence 
established that the respondent's advertisements have falsely repre
sented that earnings of $1452 in a period of eleven days and other 
large amounts inuring: within simjlarly brief pel'i.-Als ·were not 
exceptional for salesmen selling the comse. Although the appeal 
contends that the foregoing earnings for the periods named were 
both typica.l and non-fictitious, it is clear from the evidence that 
they were not typical but instead related to very exceptional in
stances. There likewise is sound record basis for the hearing ex
aminer's conclusions that other statements contained in the adver
tising have served to represent and imply to prospective salesmen, 
contrary to the true facts~ that the respondent vvould furnish them 
with sales leads. These aspects o:f the appeal relating to the hear
ing examiner's conclusions 0£ misrepresentation to prospective sales
men, are denied. 

The initial decision further held that false and misleading state
ments and representations as to the merits of the course have been 
made in printed matter and oral sales presentations to prospective 
students. In the advertising~ the course is not offered to satisfy 
:feminine academic curiosity or to augment a woman's accomplish
ments as a homemaker. Instead~ its central theme has emphasized 
the financial betterment afforded those trained in reweaving who 
are willing to do full or spare time work in mending torn and 
burned garments and :fabrics. 
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The first error urged under responde.nt's brie:f in :reference to 
findings of deceptive promotional activities :for inducing purchases 
of the course, is directed to the hearing examiner's failure to find 
that the advertising statements have not served to represent that the 
respondent's course constitutes a complete course of reweaving. 
There was no error, however. This is true for the reason that the 
term "Nu-Weaving" itself and its designation in the advertising as 
the modern method of invisible reweaving serve to represent and 
imply that knowledge of the reweaving craft in general is af
forded by the course. 

Although evidence -was received indicating that the respondent's 
method o:f "patch weaving" may be learned in a comparatively short 
time by apt pupils, the evidence :further shov,s that other methods 
o:f weaving are outside its scope and that mastery o:f "French'' 
weaving, particularly, is not quickly or easily acquired. The latter 
entails actua.I thread by thread replacement of the injured portion 
of the fabric and requires a high degree of skill. There, accord
ingly, is sound record basis for the hearing examiner's rejection of 
the respondenfs requested finding to the effect that reweaving in 
general is easily learned by his students. 

The_ appeal additionally objects to the initial decision's rulings 
that the respondent shares legal responsibility for false oral state
ments that the respondent arranges personal instruction for as
sisting purchasers and that full refund will be made of all moneys 

· paid i:f the enrollee is unable to complete the course. The circum
stance that the testimony offered to support the complainfs charges 
on the latter issue related· to but one sales presentation and that 
the shown instances of misrepresentation as to personal instruction 
were limited to other presentations made by the same salesman 
is not controlling. The hearing exa111iner's findings that misrep
resentation occurred in those transactions are supported by sub
stantial evidence and each instance, manifestly, represented a de
ceptive act contravening the public policy expressed in the Federal 
Trade Commission Act. -The appeal contends also that the hearing 
examiner erred in failing to find that these particular statements 
and prbmises were unauthorized by the respondent. Inasmuch as 
they were made within the scope of the salesman's apparent au
thority and :formed part of the inducement for sales inuring to the 
respondent's benefit~ an order to re.quire the respondent's cessation 
from those misrepresentations has sound basis in law. Intunatio·nal 
Art Co. v. F.T.O., 109 F. 2d 393, 396 (C.A. 7, 1940); Standard 
Distribidors, Inc. v. F.T.0., 211 ·F. 2d 7, 13 (C.A. 2; 1954). 

The appeal's exceptions to the hearing examiner's conclusion that 
the needles furnished with the respondent's course do not have a 
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value of $27.50 have been considered and are. deemed to be without 
merit. Properly rejected by the hearing examiner also were find
ings requested by the respondent that students completing the course 
can reasonably expect earnings of $50.00 to $200.00 per week, and 
$25.00 weekly for spare time employment. It is •theoretically pos
sible for those performing the type of patch re,Yeaving taught by 
the respondent to earn up to $200.00 per week if self-employed and 
fully occupied, but this circumstance is not controlling, however. 
Probative evidence was received showing that. the actual oppor
tunities for performing this type of mending provide no such 
remuneration. The advertising statements as to earnings which 
are challenged in the complaint clearly have exceeded those afforded 
women whose training and experience are limited to completion 
of a correspondence course on patch reweaving. 

The initial decision held, in effect, that the word "Guild" in the 
trade name "'Weavers Guild," has falsely represented and implied 
that the respondenfs sales enterprise is a national association or 
a guild of weavers, organized in the interests of members of that 
trade. The appeal takes issue w-ith that finding and the provision 
of the initial decision's order :forbidding :future use of the word 
"Guild" in identifying the respondenfs business. From the printed 
sales talks, it must be inferred that prospective purchasers fre
quently inquired whether their payment of a royalty to the Guild 
would be necessary in case they undertook commercial reweaving. 
Salesmen have been counseled to emphasize to purchasers that they 
are needed to :fulfill a national program and the instructions have 
contemplated reference by the salesmen to being "with the Guild." 
Conclusions that the respondent's use of the word "guilcl" has had 
the capacity and tendency to deceive have sound record basis and 
the Commission is of the :further view that the form of remedy 
provided under the order is appropriate. 

The remaining matter presented under the respondent's appeal 
involves contentions that no cease and desist order should issue for 
the reason that the respondent discontinued business on December 31, 
1953. The record shows, however (Commission Exhibits 30, 77, 78, 
79, and 80), that Mr. Goodman, after that date, was participating 
in a successor business, operated from the same address, in which 
close relatives were associated. 

Having considered the appeal of counsel supporting the complaint, 
the Commission has determined that the rulings to which objections 
are interposed in the first six subsections of counsel's appeal brief 
have adequate support in the record. Those exceptions are, accord
ingly, denied. Another exception concerns the hearing officer's 
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ruling that the evidence failed to support the complaint's charge 
that representations we.re made that the course was officially ap
proved :for G.I. training. Although G.I. training was not involved, 
it does appear from the evidence that agencies of several states 
have in instances sponsored purchases of the respondent's corre
spondence courses on behalf of handicapped persons. The re
spondent, however, had supplied to his salesmen a brochure which 
mentioned "the V.A. and State Approva1s," and contained facsimiles 
of an enrollment acknowledgment from the California State Bureau 
of Vocational Rehabilitation and of a Veterans Administration au
thorization for enrollment, both communications have reference to 
respondent's former "vVeaver's Guild Institutet through which 
he offered resident training. Respondent's correspondence course 
in reweaving, to which the sales brochure otherwise referred and 
which is involved herein, was never approved by either of these 
authorities. 

These facsimiles were characterized by the respondent as "dy
namite" in other material supplied to salesmen. Hence, they 
obviously were used to promote sales of unapproved correspondence 
courses under a name quite similar to that of the officially approved 
school with which the respondent was no longer connected. That 
purchaser confusion and deception necessarily attended this pro
motional situation is also obvious. Mr. Goodman's letter to a 
salesman under date of January 28, 1952, stated that the fact that 
his course was accepted and successfully used in the training of 
G.I.'s was the highest recommendation he could submit. In the 
light of these 11'1:atters, the Commission is of the view, and so finds, 
that the respondent has falsely represented that his correspondence 
course has been approved for training by the two official agencies 
noted above. Respondent's acts and practices in this regard have 
constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices and are unlawful. 
The hearing examiner erred in not so finding and in omitting 
appropriate proscriptions in respect thereto from the initial de
cision's order. 

Our accompanying order accordingly provides for modifying the 
initial decision in the foregoing respect. The respondent's appeal 
is denied and the appeal of counsel supporting the complaint granted 
to the extent hereinbefore noted. vVith the findings and order 
to cease and desist thus modified, the initial decision is adopted as 
the decision of the Commission. 

FINAL ORDER 

Counsel for the respondent and counsel supporting the complaint 
having respectively filed on November 7, 1955, and November 4, 
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1955, their cross appeals from the initial decision of the hearing 
examiner in this proceeding; and the matter having been heard 
by the Commission on the briefs; and the Commission having 
rendered its decision denying the respondent's appeal and grant
ing in part the appeal of counsel supporting the complaint and 
adopting the initial decision as modified as the decision of the 
Commission : 

It is ordered, That the initial decision of the hearing examiner 
be, and it hereby is, modified by striking the second unnumbered 
paragraph following the paragraph numbered 12: and by substitut
ing in its place and stead the following: 

The Commission finds that the respondent has falsely represented 
that his course of instruction has been approved for training by 
the Bureau of Education of the State of California and the United 
States Veterans~ Administration. 

It is fu'rthe1· o'J'dered, That the order contained in the initial 
decision be, and it· hereby is, modified by inserting immediately 
after subparagraph (i) of Para.graph 1 the following: 

(.i) That respondent's courses of instruction have been approved 
for training by the Bureau of Education of the State of California 
or the United States Veterans Administration. 

It is furthe'i' ordered, That the respondent Abel Allan Goodman 
shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon him of this order, 
file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail 
the manner and form in which he has complied with the order to 
cease and desist. 




